Take your Education studies abroad!

Linnaeus University | Vaxjo, Sweden
This beautiful university is located in one of the greenest cities in Europe! Learn more about Scandinavian culture and fulfill a GLT while studying Swedish Children’s Literature, or get a GSB for a course on Outdoor Leisure in the Swedish Landscape. While in the land of Vikings, complete a GHP with a course on Global Migration.

University of Wrocław | Wrocław, Poland
The trendy city of Wrocław hosts one of the top universities in the world and has produced 9 Nobel Prize Winners! Investigate Poland’s fascinating history during the World Wars for a GHP, or get a GPR studying the Politics of Eastern Europe in the 20th century. Bring back a GSB by taking a Food in Culture class, then go out and sample Wrocław’s international cuisine!

Chinese University of Hong Kong | HK, China
Experience urban life in this territory that has the world’s most skyscrapers! Receive a GN waiver just by choosing this location, and get a GFA while studying its cinema. Delve into traditional beliefs in fengshui and vampires for a GSB through a Magic, Myths and the Supernatural course, or focus on man’s relationship with nature for a GNS in Dialogue with Nature.

University of Tartu | Tartu, Estonia
Study at one of the world’s top universities in the quirky, laid-back city of Tartu. Learn about Estonia’s culture and get a GFA by choosing courses on Traditional Dance, Folk Music, or even Comic Drawing. See a whole new side of history learning about the Baltic States for a GHP. Get a GNS by studying the local ecosystem, or taking a course on Animal Communication.

University of Oulu | Oulu, Finland
For the best of technology and nature, head to the city of Oulu. Here you can witness one of the world’s best educational systems firsthand. Get GHP credit for a course on the Viking Age, or study Nordic Mythology for a GLT. Turn your sights towards the Baltic Sea for a GNS studying its biodiversity.

Stay on track for your program!

For a semester abroad, Education Majors should plan to go their Sophomore year—talk to an SOE advisor about your plans or email soeoss@uncg.edu.

See studyabroad.uncg.edu for more info.